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Intense par Claude Vialade
A.O.P CORBIERES
RED

Producer
Vinified by Domaines Auriol, the terroir of Alaric.

History / Origin
“Intense” shows another an original approach to the winemaking of Crus of the Languedoc. We identified, within each region of
this great amphitheater facing the Mediterranean that is the Languedoc. From our point of view, this is here wa can find the best
Mediterranean expressions.

Geography
Located on the slopes of the land of Alaric, the plots selected for this wine are located in the heart of the Corbières. The soil is clay
and limestone. The vegetation is typical Mediterranean climate: rosemary, thyme .... The altitude of the vineyard, between 150 and
250 meters, high tempers summer heat.

Vineyard and conduct
The vineyard is planted with vines of Grenache Mourvedre and Carignan, while hills and facing south. The vines are conducted
entirely in goblet and goblet spread.

Red varieties
This red wine is a blend of 60% Carignan and 30% Grenache and 10% Mourvèdre

Vinification and aging
Carignan is manually harvested and vinified by carbonic maceration. Grenache and Mourvedre are harvested mechanically .. The
grapes are destemmed and vinified by long maceration of 25 to 30 days with regular immersion of pomace. The assemblies are at
the exit of malos on tasting different wines varietals. This cuvée is then in vats for 10 months until the optimal expression of the
wine.

Tasting and gastronomy
The typical assemblage from Corbières is characterized by a beautiful deep color, almost black, with blue highlights. The nose is
powerful with notes of spice, garrigue and dark fruit. The mouth is characterized by fleshy notes of black olive rosemary, cherry,
and dried fruits.
With a good capacity for raising 2 to 5 years, this wine will be perfectly suitable for drinking throughout the meal, simmered or
grilled meats, poultry and game on and of course cheese.
Serving temperature: 16 -18 ° C

Logistique
Type
Height
Weight
Dimensions
Weight
Bottles/case
Nb of cases
Bottles/Layers

Bottle
Bordeaux Languedoc Terroir
30.05
cm
1.28
kg
Cases
23.3 x 15.4 x 30.7
cm
7.81
kg
6 with cross
Layers
25
25 x 6 = 150

Dimensions
Weight
Nb of layers
Cases/pallet
Bottles/pallet
Gencod bottle
Gescod case
Pallet code

Pallet
120 x 80 x136.5
cm
803
kg
4
4 x 25 = 100
100 x 6 = 600
Gencod
3569401005856
Vintage: 2010 3569400005857

